SPECIAL ORDER No. 428
Series of 2001

In the interest of service and in view of the urgency of the requirements for the
ILO-sponsored production of the PDOS – workbook for household helpers and the pre-
production activities for the COPPA workbook, the following are designated as project

team.

MR. RICARDO R. CASCO. Team Leader
Director IV Welfare & Employment Office

MS. MAYBELLE M. GOROSPOE
Chief, Workers Education Division, Vice-team Leader

MS. ESTRELLA S. MAYOR, Member
SR. LEO

MS. TERESA D. DELOS SANTOS, Member
LEO III

The team shall be responsible for the administration of said project in accordance
with the time table and terms of reference agreed with the ILO.

ROSALINDA DIMAPILIS BALDOZ
Administrator

05 December 2001